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4. Rotundity and smoothness 
A B-space gr is said to be rotund if its unit ball U = {x: Ilxll <: I} has 
the property that every open segment in U is disjoint from the boundary, 
S = {x: Ilxll = I}, (cf., [3], p. 112). Also gr is smooth if at every point of S 
there is only one supporting hyperplane of U. This concept is known 
to be equivalent to the weak differentiability of the norm functional of 
gr at every point of S. In [2], further classifications were introduced, but 
the above terminology, which follows [3], will be sufficient in this paper. 
A B-space gr is uniformly rotund if Xn E U, Yn E U and Ilxn+ynll--+ 2 
implies Iixn-Ynll--+ 0. Also gr is uniformly smooth if the norm is almost 
additive in a narrow cone, i.e., for 8> 0, there is rJs> 0, such that 
Ilx-yll<:rJs implies Ilx+yll(1+8»llxll+llyll. As may be expected from 
definitions, there is a duality between smoothness and rotundity and the 
results of the preceding section playa key role in what follows. It should 
be remarked that rotundity and uniform rotundity are also referred to 
(in the older literature) as strict convexity and uniform convexity respectively. 
The present nomenclature is due to DAY, [3]. 
The first conditions on rotundity and smoothness are given by 
Theorem 4. Let L<1>, L'F be (complementary) Orlicz spaces and <1>(.) 
be strictly convex. Then L<1> is rotund. In particular, if M<1>=L<1>, M'F=L'F, 
(and <1>', 'P' are continuous by normalizations) then L<1>[L'F] is both rotund 
and smooth. 
Proof. The last part is easy. For, by Corollary 1.1, L<1>[L'F] is reflexive, 
and (L<1» * [(L'F)*] is isometrically isomorphic to L'F[L<1>]. But in a reflexive 
space, the unit ball is rotund (i.e., the space is rotund) if and only if the 
unit sphere of its conjugate space is smooth, by ([3], p. 114; [2], p. 289). 
Also by Corollary 2.1, since M'F = L 'F, the norm in L'F is strongly (hence 
weakly) differentiable (and the same is true for L<1». It follows that L<1>[L'F] 
is both rotund and smooth. 
For the more general case, it should be shown that L<1> is rotund if 
<1> is strictly convex. Suppose that the statement is false. Then there 
exist /1, f2 in S<1>, fd= t/2, a.e., (t scalar) and N <1>(/1 + /2) = N <1>(/I) + N <1>(/2), 
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(i.e., an alternate definition of rotundity is that there is strict inequality 
here). A contradiction will be derived now. 
Since N([J(/i)=l=N([J(I/il), consider IIII. By the structure theorem of 
measurable functions, there is a sequence {(In} of ,u-simple functions such 
that 0 < (In t I hi at all points of Q. But N ([J ( .) is a function norm, so 
N([J((ln)tN([J(fl)=l, (cf., e.g. [8], p. 44). Since gnEM([J, and f/J' is con-
tinuous and strictly increasing, from the conditions for equality of 
Holder inequality (cf., [20], p. 175), there exists (uniquely) O<hnES'P, hn 
simple, such that 
The last inequality is a consequence of the monotonicity of {(In}. 
Actually, hn = f/J'[(ln/N([J((ln)] , a.e. Hence 
1 < lim fQ Ihl hn diu < 1, 
n-+OO 
the last inequality following from Holder inequality; so there is equality 
and for any e> 0, there exists an no(e) such that n~no(e) implies 
(**) 
The last step here is an application of Young's inequality (1). Since 
hnEM'PnS'P, one has P(l)=fQP(hn)d,u; so (**) and N([J(fl)=l give 
f/J(l)-e=l-P(l)-e< f f/J(h)d,u<f/J(l). 
Since e is arbitrary it follows that f/J( 1) = f Qf/J(h) d,u. Similarly 
f/J( 1) = f Q f/J(f2) d,u = f Q f/J (h ; /2) d,u. 
This and strict convexity of f/J together with the supposition that 
II =1= /2 a.e., give 
f/J( 1) = f Qf/J (h ; /2 ) d,u < t [f Q f/J(h) d,u + f Qf/J(/2) d,u] = f/J( 1). 
The contradiction contained in this line proves the first part, and with 
it the theorem. 
Remark. The condition on f/J may be stated as: P, P' are continuous. 
For nonatomic a-finite,u, the first half ofthe above result was proved differ-
ently in [11]. The conditions of the theorem cannot be generalized if ,u 
is nonatomic, since in that case if f/J'(.) has stretches of constancy, then 
f/J( . ) is linear there and one can define a class of functions in L([J, on that 
stretch and on a set of positive measure to make it essentially Ll there 
so that L([J fails to be rotund at such elements. The details of this remark 
may also be inferred from [Ill 
The uniform rotundity will now be considered. Since every uniformly 
rotund space is reflexive, it is clear that (by Corollary 1.1) f/J, P must 
be restricted to satisfy some growth condition such as the "L1 2-condition" 
of [7]. More precisely, 
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Theorem 5. Let L<1>, L'¥ be complementary Orlicz spaces such that 
M<1> = L<1>, and M'¥ =L'¥ and C/>', lJI' are continuous. Then L<1> is uniformly 
rotund if and only if lJI further satisfies 
(23) lim _1_ S fo [lJI' ( fo + f ) - lJI'(fo)] dfl = 0 
N'¥(tl--+O N'¥(f) Q N'¥(fo+f) 
uniformly in fo EO S'¥. A sufficient condition for (23), or for uniform rotundity 
of L<1>, is that for all u>O and for O<B< 1, there exist 1 <k,<O<(X) such 
that 
(24) C/>'((I+B)u);;;.k,C/>'(u) , c/>(2u) <,OC/>(u). 
Remark. In the case of (24), the condition on lJI is implied by the 
others, so that any mention of lJI may be omitted from the statement. 
Also if fl is nonatomic, (24) is necessary. This was shown by Milnes [11]. 
In this sense (24) is a 'best' condition on C/>, lJI for uniform rotundity. 
Proof. Conditions (23) and (24) imply, by Theorem 3, that L'¥ is 
uniformly smooth, i.e., the norm N'¥(·) is uniformly strongly differentiable 
at all elements in S'¥. But by a result of SMULIAN ([16], p. 647), L<1> is 
uniformly rotund if and only if (L<1» * , or L'¥, is uniformly smooth. These 
two statements taken together imply the truth of the theorem. 
Remark. The following sufficient condition for uniform rotundity of 
L<1> was given by LUXEMBURG in ([8], p. 65). Let c/>(2x) <,OC/>(x), x;;;. 0, 
and moreover let it satisfy: For each 0 < a < 1, there exists, 0 < oa < 1 
such that for all u;;;.O, O<,b<,a, 
(25) (( I+b)) l-oa C/> -2- 1l <, -2- [C/>(u) +C/>(bu)]. 
Then L<1> is uniformly rotund. As shown in ([9], p. 407, eq. (14», (25) 
holds if C/>(x) = Ixlp , p> l. Also (25) implies (24) and is stronger. For, 
since (25) holds for all u;;;. 0, it follows by a standard argument in Lebesgue 
integration that (25) is equivalent to (O<,b<,a<I), 
(( 1 +b)) 1- oa (26) C/>' -2- u <, -2- [C/>'(u)+C/>'(bu)], (<,(I-oa) C/>'(u». 
Setting ka=(I-oa)-l, it is clear that (24) is a consequence of (26). The 
converse is not true, however. In fact if C/>'(x)=x2 +x, then the resulting 
C/> clearly satisfies (24) so that by Theorem 5, L<1> is uniformly rotund. 
However, a simple computation of (26) with thisC/>'(.) shows for O<,b <,a< 1, 
so that oa=O. Thus for any O<a<l, there is no O<oa<1 satisfying (25) 
for this C/> so that (24) is a more general condition. 
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5. Applications 
In this section two applications of the preceding results will be given: 
(a) to a representation problem and (b) to a problem in probability 
theory. The problem under (a) will extend some results in [9] and certain 
others in [13], and complements those in ([18], p. 466). 
Let LIP (Et) be the space of strongly measurable functions f on (£2,E, t.t) 
to a B-space Et such that SQ if>Wl/k) dt.t<oo for some k>O, where 
1·1 on f denotes the norm in Et. (For simplicity Et will be a real B-space.) 
Then LIP (Et) is a B-space under the norm N IP( .), where 
NIP(f) = inf {k>O, 1 if> (i{I) dt.t < if>(I) }. 
The proof of this statement is essentially the same as in the case of scalars, 
and need not be given. The following is a nontrivial extension of ([9], 
Theorem I). 
Theorem 6. Let if>, P be Young's functions such that MIP=LIP and 
MIJI =LIJI. Suppose Et is a reflexive B-space such that the norms in Et and 
Et* are respectively weakly and strongly differentiable except possibly at the 
origin. Then for every continuous linear functional 1 on LIP(Et), there exists 
a unique unit vector gz in LIP(Et) such that the following representation holds: 
(27) 
The following two lemmas facilitate the proof. The first one was 
motivated by the work of [5]. Below, A(') is a function norm, and so 
is monotone on monotone sequences, (cf., [5], p. 195). 
Lemma 1. Let LA be a B-space of scalar functions with A(') as the 
(function) norm. If Et is a B-space with norm 1·1, and £A(Et) is the B-space 
of Et-valued strongly measurable functions f such that AWl) < 00, where A(I·I) is the norm of LA(Et), then LA(Et) is rotund if and only if both LA 
and Et are rotund. 
Lemma 2. Let qy be a B-space such that qy* has a strongly differentiable 
norm at all points except the origin. If l( . ) is a continuous linear functional 
on qy, then there exists a unit vector gz in qy such that l(gz) = 11111. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Suppose £A(Et) is rotund. For a fixed E in 
E such that O<A(XE)=A(E) (say) <00, where XE is the indicator of E, 
consider the class of all functions {~~) : x E Et} C £A(Et). It is obvious 
that this set is linearly isometric to Et. Consequently Et is rotund. If 
u E LA and x E Et with Ixl = 1, then ux E LA(Et). Since A(luxl)=A(u), it 
follows that the rotundity of £A(Et) again implies that of £1" proving 
necessity. 
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To prove sufficiency, suppose that V, and!!t are rotund but that V·(!!t) 
is not. Then there exist h,/2 in LA(!!t) , h=l=tl2, a.e., and A(lh+/21)= 
=A(lhl)+A(1/21). For convenience, it may be taken that A(lh + /21) = L 
Since !!t is rotund, Ih + 121 < Ihl + 11z1, on a set of positive measure. So if 
U= Ihl + 1/21-lh + 121, then A(U» o. Consequently, noting that A(') is 
monotone, one has from the above supposition and the definition of u, 
1 =A(lhl) +A(IIzI) ;;d(lhl + 1/21) ;;d(lh + 121 + iXU) ;>A(lh + 121) = 1, 
where O«iX«L There is equality throughout and if gl=lh+lzl, 
g2= Ih+/21+iXu, then A(gl) = 1 =A(g2), and A(gl ;g2) = A(lh+/21+(iXj2)u) = L 
The rotundity of LA then implies, A(gl-g2)=O. Hence u=O, a.e., while 
at the same time u> 0 on a set of positive measure. This contradiction 
proves that £A (!!t) is rotund. 
Remar k. The result is also true if "uniform rotundity" is substituted 
for "rotundity" in the above lemma. This was proved by HALPERIN, [5], 
and the proof of sufficiency is more difficult. 
Proof of Lemma 2. If l=O, the result is true and trivial. So let 
l =1= 0. From the definition of norm, there exist {Yn} C OJ/, Ilynll = 1 and 
Illll = lim l(fn). Since l E OJ/*, and the norm in OJ/* is strongly differentiable 
n-+oo 
at l( =1= 0), it follows, from the preceding statement and ([16], p. 645), 
that II In - Imll -+ 0, as n, m -+ 00. Since OJ/ is complete, there is a gl in OJ/ 
such that Ilfn-YIII-+ 0, and it is plain that IIYIII=L This completes the 
proof. 
Proof of Theorem 6. Since M<P=L<P and M'P=L'P, both L<P and 
L'P have strongly differentiable norms, by Theorem 2. By hypothesis !!t 
and !!t* have respectively weakly and strongly differentiable norms. But 
L<P and L'P are reflexive and so is !!t. Now by a result of HALPERIN ([6], 
p. 205), L<P(!!t) and L'P(!!t*) are reflexive each being isometrically equivalent 
to the conjugate of the other. However, in reflexive B-spaces, rotundity 
and smoothness are dual (cf. [3], p. 114), and in any B-space smoothness 
is equivalent to weak differentiability of the norm. Thus each of the 
spaces !!t, !!t*, L<P, L'P is both rotund and smooth. By Lemma 1 then the 
same is true of L<P(!!t) and L'P(!!t*). Consequently, the norms in these 
spaces are weakly differentiable at every point except the origin. If 10, I 
are on the unit sphere of L<P(!!t) , and if k(t)=N<p(l/o+tll) then dkjdt 
can be calculated in much same way as in the proof of Proposition 1 
of Section 2 above. Thus, briefly, 
(28) flJ(l)= S flJ (1/o+tll) d 
{J k(t) fl, 
and for It I < 1, the integrand is dominated by flJC/ol~ III), where iX<k(t), 
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so that the integral and differential in (28) commute. This gives, after 
a simple computation, since k(O)=l and SaCP'(l/ol)lfold,u=l, 
dk(t) I I d (29) G(/o; f) = (it t~O = j cP (1/01) dt [l/o+tll]t~o d,u. 
Similarly if go and g are on the unit sphere S'P of L'P(!!t*) one has 
(30) H(go;g) = :t [N'P(go+tg)]t~o= j PI(lgol*) :t [Igo+tgl*]t~od,u, 
where I· I * is the norm in !!t*. 
If the norm in L'P(!!t*) is strongly differentiable, then, by Lemma 2, 
for each continuous linear functional, 1, there exists a unit vector gl in 
Lf/J(!!t), such that l(gz) = JIlII. From this and ([9], Lemma 2), it follows 
that, for all 1 in Lf/J(!!t), 
(31) l(/) = IllIIG(gl; f). 
Now from (29) and (31) it is seen that (27) is an immediate consequence. 
Thus to finish the proof, only the strong differentiability of L'P(!!t*)-
norm should be established. For this it is sufficient to show (cf., [2], 
pp. 300-304, and also [7], p. 187) that H(.; g) of (30) is continuous 
uniformly in g, using the extra hypothesis on !!t*. So if h E L'P(!!t*), 
consider (set Hgo(· )=H(go; .), and mgo(g)=d/dt[lgo+tgl*]t~o) 
IIHgo+h-Hgoll= sup IHg.+h(g)-Hg.(g)1 
YES 'P 
« sup { S I pl()go(+hl:)) - PI(lgol*)llmg.+h(g) I d,u + 
yES'P a 'Pgo+ 
(32) j I PI(lgol*) [mg.+h(g)-mg.(g)] I d,u}, 
« Nf/J [I pl()~(~~:)) - P'(lgol*) II mg•HI ] + 
Nf/J[P'(lgol*) Img+h-mg.lJ. 
But the norms in L'P and !!t* are strongly differentiable by hypothesis, 
so that by the results of [2], referred to above, Img.+h-mg.1 --+ 0, a.e., 
and N'l'(lgo+hl*) --+ 0, as N'P(lhl*) --+ o. Since pi is continuous, and P 
satisfies the growth condition it follows that (as in (20)) the limit can 
be taken inside the terms in the norm in (32) so that it tends to zero. 
Therefore it is true that Hg. is continuous in go for all go E S'P. 
The uniqueness of gl is immediate. For, if gz' is another element, 
l(gl') = lilli, then g{ = 1/2(gl + gz') is also one, and 11111 = l(g{) « 11111 N f/J(gz") « Illll· 
This means Nf/J(lgl+gl'l) = Nf/J(lgll) +Nf/J(lgl'I)· Since Lf/J(!!t) is rotund, by 
the first paragraph of the proof, it follows that gl=gl'. Thus the theorem 
is completely proved. 
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Corollary 6.1. Let (jJ, P be such that (24) holds. If f£ is a uniformly 
rotund B-space whose norm is weakly differentiable, except perhaps at the 
origin, and 1(·) E [Lcti(f£)]*, then there is a unique unit vector gl in Lcti(f£), 
such that (27) holds. 
Proof. Under the hypothesis of this corollary, with Theorem 5, Lcti 
and f£ are both uniformly rotund so that by another theorem of HALPERIN 
(cf. [5], p. 198), Lcti(f£) itself is uniformly rotund. But by ([16], p. 647), 
Lcti(f£) is uniformly rotund if and only if L'P(f£*) is uniformly smooth, or 
equivalently the norm in L'P(f£*) is uniformly strongly differentiable. 
Thus the hypothesis of Theorem 6 is implied, and (27) holds as stated. 
Cor 0 11 a I' y 6 . 2. If in the above corollary, f£ is a Hilbert space and 
the rest of the hypothesis holds, then every 1(·) in [Lcti(f£)]*, can be uniquely 
represented as in (27). 
This follows from the remark that f£ and f£* are both uniformly rotund 
(and uniformly smooth) and then the preceding rcsult implies this one. 
Remarks. 1. The result of Corollary 6.1 was origina,lly proved by 
MCSHANE in [9], if (jJ(x) = Ixl p , 1 <p < =. Much of the abovc work was 
motivated by his in [9J. 
2. There is a more general representation theorem given by DINCULEANU 
in [4], when f£ is replaced by a family of B-spaces. However, the measure 
space in [4] is more restrictive (regular Radon measure space) and that 
in Theorem 6 it is completely general. 
The following result, which follows from Theorcms 2 and 6, has some 
independent interest complementing the study of Lcti'P spaccs, introduccd 
by ZAANEN, ([18], Sections 3 and 4 of Ch. 13). It is also an extension of 
([9], Theorem III). 
Theorem 7. Let (fh Ei, {li), i= 1,2 be two measure spaces and 
((jJi, Pi), i= 1,2 be complementary Young's lunctions such that Mctii=Lctii 
and M'Pi=L'Pi, i= 1,2, where Lcti1 , L'Pl are defined on (Ql, E1, {l1) and 
L cti2, L'P2 on (Q2, E2 , {l2). Suppose L ctil(Lcti2)[ =Lctil cti2, say] is the Orlicz space 
01 functions I: Q1 --+ Lcti2 (i.e., I(WI) = f( " WI) E Lcti2) such that N cti2 (/( " .)) E 
ELctil with norm Nctilcti2(·)=Nctil(Ncti2(·))' (and similarly L'P1 'P2). Then lor 
each 1(·) in [Lcti1 cti2 ]*, there exists a unique g in L'P1 'P2 such that, 
(33) 
and 
Proof. By Theorem 2, the norms in all the spaces Lctii, L'Pi , i= 1,2, 
are strongly differentiable and (cf., Corollary 1.1) all these spaces are 
reflexive. Thus identifying f£ with Lcti2 and Lcti with Lcti1 in Theorem 6, 
it follows that there is a unique gl in Lcti1 cti2 such that 
1(/) = 11111 S (jJI'(N<li2(gl)) :t [N<li2(gl+tf)]t~od{l1 , I EL<li1 <li2. 
D1 
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Now (7') gives the explicit derivative of N 11>2 ( .), so that on substitution 
(34) 
Letting g(W2' WI) be the term multiplying / in the integrand of the integral 
in (34), one can verify without difficulty that it satisfies the requirements 
of the theorem. The details will be omitted. 
Finally, an application of these results to Probability Theory will be 
given. The following limit theorem is of interest (see the corollary) in its 
own right, as well as for certain applications (cf., [14]). 
Theorem 8. Let LI1>, L'P be (complementary) Orlicz spaces on a proba-
bility space (Q, 1:, p..), i.e., p..(Q) = 1, such that MI1>=LI1> and M'P=L'P. Let 
Xl, X 2, ... , be a sequence 0/ random variables such that {Xn} C UI1>, the unit 
ball of LI1>, and 0+ Y E L'P. If an= S.QXnY dp.., and an ~ a=N'P(Y)' then 
there exists a random variable X E SI1>, the unit sphere, such that Xn ~ X 
strongly (i.e., in norm), as n ~ 00, and X = 'P'(Yja), a.e. 
Proof. If In(V)=S.QXnVd,u, for VEL'P, thenlnE(L'P)*, Illnll= 
=NI1>(Xn).;;:l, by Theorem 1, and by hypothesis In(Y) ~a=N'P(Y)+O. 
Also since Y + 0, by Theorem 2 the norm in L'P is differentiable at Y. 
Consequently by ([16], p. 645), it follows that IIln-lmll ~ 0, or N.p(Xn-
-Xm) ~ 0, as n, m ~ 00. Since LI1> is complete, there is an X in LI1>, 
such that Xn ~ X, strongly, and N I1>(X),;;: 1. Moreover, 
N 'P(Y) = S XY dp.. . 
.Q 
Since there is equality in HOlder inequality, it results that N .p(X) = 1, 
X = 'P'(Yja), a.e., and the proof is complete. 
The following consequence exhibits more vividly the nature of the 
above result. 
Corollary 8.1. If Xl, X 2, ... , is a sequence of random variables whose 
second moments are bounded, and if Y is a random variable with a finite 
positive second moment such that S.QXnY dp.. ~ (S.Q Y 2dp..)1/2, (i.e. cross 
moments of X n, Y converge to the right side quantity), then Xn ~ X in the 
mean, and X = Y[f.Q X2 dp..j S.QY2 dp..]1/2, a.e. 
This result is a special case of the theorem with W(x)=x2j2. The point 
here is that the Xn's are not assumed independent. It may be instructive 
00 
to note that if fJ?Jn C 1:, is a a-field, fJ?Jn C fJ?Jn+l, such that U fJ?Jn determines 
n~l 
1:, and Xn = E!?In( Y), where E!?In(.) is the conditional expectation, then 
{Xn,n:;:d} forms a martingale. Also Xn~ Y in the mean (and a.e.) by 
a standard martingale convergence theorem. SO S.Q XnY dp.. ~ [f.Q y2 dp..]1/2. 
However, the hypotheses in the corollary and the theorem do not imply 
the martingale property and are different. Thus thpy contribute other 
methods and results to a certain class of probability limit theorems. 
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A remark on my paper [13]. The proof of Theorem 3 of my paper [13], 
was based on several auxiliary results, each of which was proved in detail. 
In the proof of Theorem 2 on p. 91 there, it was remarked that if 
x* E [L"'(E)]*, with p(E) < <Xl, [so that L"'(E) C V(E)] and <1>(.) is con-
tinuous, then x* may be considered as a bounded linear functional on 
V(E) with domain L"'(E). The following few lines may help some readers 
who may not immediately see it. It is to be shown that, (11·111 is V-norm), 
I * (_I ) 1_ N "'(/) 1 * (_I ) I K. N "'(/) - ~ I X 11/111 - 11/111 X N ",(f) « 11/111 - 11/111 ' 
is bounded for all I in 8'" where K is the bound relative to L"'(E). For 
this it is sufficient to note that inf 11/111:> IX > 0. If the latter were not 
feS'" 
true, then there exists {In}C8''', In:>O, a.e., such that lim Il/nI11=0. 
n-+oo 
Then by Fatou's lemma, ° « h lim inf In dp « lim inf h In dp=O. 
n-+O n-+O 
SO there is a subsequence {lnJ of {In}, such that Ini --+ 0, a.e., and since 
<1>( • ) is continuous, <1>(/n.) --+ 0, a.e. Since also p(E) < <Xl, <1>(fn.) --+ ° almost 
• • 
uniformly, and by Vitali's theorem (cf., [1], Theorem 5), one has (since the 
above implies SA <1>(fni ) dp is uniformly absolutely continuous in A and n), 
1= lim S <1>(fn.)dp= Slim <1>(fn.)dp=O. 
i--+oo E ~ E i--+oo t 
This contradiction shows that inf 11/111:> IX > ° holds as stated. 
feS'" 
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